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We at Adventure of Småland in Sweden are happy that you found us; we are a company 
that offers high quality accommodation for a broad spectrum of clients in the 
countryside of Småland. We are a nature eco-tourism oriented company with two 

specialties, which are fishing and canoe trips. We are situated at lake Rusken one of the 
most beautiful areas of southern Sweden. 
 

Fishing in Sweden 
 

Lake Rusken offers top quality fishing for Zander, pike and Perch. With it’s fairly big size 
there is no risk you have too fight for the fishing spots. Lake Rusken is also a quite 
shallow lake with an average depth of 3,5 meters with a few deep parts that goes down 

to 19 meters. Lake Rusken has allot of bottom structure that offers good fishing 

opportunities. Lake Rusken is most famous for it´s Zanders that can be targeted with a 

number of techniques; the most common would be spin fishing, vertical fishing and 

trolling. Adventure of Småland rents fishing boats in lake Rusken, the boats are suitable 

for three anglers and are equipped with a 4 or 5 hp four stroke engine, rod holders, 

anchor, oars, nautical chart and life wests. The boat can also be equipped with an 

electrical engine and fish finder. All guests will get an introduction of how the boat and 
engine works. 

 

Vrigstadsån is another lake that is situated at our fishing camp, Vrigstadsån is much 

smaller then Lake Rusken, which gives the angler an opportunity to fish even in windy 

conditions. Vrigstadsån offers fishing for Zander, Pike and Perch and is unique in that 
way that the lake is an old river, with the old river bed still running thro the lake.  The 

lake itself is very shallow but the old river bed is between 6-8 meters deep, the lake is 

littered with old tree stumps and vegetation, this makes it very interesting to fish with 
flyfishing equipment or top water lures for pike and perch. For zander vertical fishing in 

the old riverbed is recommended. Adventure of Småland also offers boats in vrigstadsån 
with one difference, only electrical engines are allowed in vrigstadsån. Vrigstadsån also 
gives good opportunities for Coarse fishing. 

 
Kalvsjön is also a lake near us, Kalvsjön is different from Rusken and Vrigstadsån in that 
respect that the target fish is brown trout and rainbow trout, it is an excellent lake for fly 
anglers but also for spin fishing. The lake is surrounded with beautiful nature and has 

great fishing platforms for easy excess to the water. Kalvsjön is only 10 minutes away 

and is a great destination for one day.      
 
All guests at Adventure of Småland is offered a fishing introduction where we discuss  
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fishing spots, fishing techniques, baits and lures or what ever is interesting at that  
period of time. We do this so all our guest have the best possibly odds to succeed with 
their fishing. We also offer guiding’s with a professional fishing guide. The guiding is 

planed together with you so we know that you get what you want. The guided trips are 
suitable for both beginners, and experienced anglers. The guide will bring all the 
equipment you need.           
 

Adventure of Småland also have a small fishing shop, that will cover your needs for 
fishing in the near by lakes. For our guest we also offers rental rods and reels, and boxes 
with our favorite lures.      
 

Canoe trips in Sweden 
 

Adventure of Småland offers whole equipped canoe trips; this is planned tougher with 

us so we know that you get the best possible adventure for you. We offer everything that 

you might need on the trip, from canoes, lifejackets, canoe wagons, tents, outdoor 

kitchens, dry bags etc. we get you to the starting point and pick you up when the trip is 

over. We have paddle stretches for beginners and for experienced paddlers. The 
stretches are between 1, 2, 4, 7-8 day long. The canoe trips are unguided but we will 

make sure that you find the right trips for you and that you feel secure before you go. 

You will also get a contact number so you always can reach us if needed. The waters you 

will paddle are both rivers and lakes and will take you thro one of Sweden’s most 

beautiful surroundings.    
 

Please contact us for more information.      

                      
Smalandreisen (S) 
Adventure of Smaland 

Langö-Tomteholm 
57002 Stockaryd 

Sverige 
Tel. 0046-382-32026 
Fax 0046-382-32026 

Mobil 0046-70-5825772 

Website: www.smalandreisen.de 
kontakt@smalandreisen.de 
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